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Modality: degree of impression of brightness 
(Major)/darkness (minor) of chord

Modality would be more difficult to quantize than 
other variables   (| | stable)
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Goal: to quantize “stability” of chord, via “instability”

No comment … (?)

Instaibility = + > 0:  constant of weight

. Can we see some relationship between modality and stability?

Objective :
to set the modality as a component of stability

to establish a definition of stability which 
somehow makes sense to our intuition 
(direct feeling of human)

Main idea :
to visualize the status of chord by using 3D-vector= , ,
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! The idea would be original (no previous works)

? Validity of the definition

Numerical result based on my mathematical model:  
the most stable volume balance of “Do-Mi-Sol” 

Major chord Do : Mi: Sol = 5:2:3 (sounds good)

minor chord Do : Mi: Sol = 3:2:5 (good?/no good?)

Our definition:   Stability 

Subject with Master-Doctor course studentsEx.2

Direct connection



Mathematical modelEx.2

Mathematical modelEx.2

Well-posedness (validity) of KWC model (2011--),  jointed with
Japan: Watanabe, Yamazaki, Nakayashiki, Kubota (phD student) 
USA: H. Antil (Washington D.C.)     Spain: S. Moll (Valencia)



Numerical simulation of facet formation processEx.2

FEMFDM

KWC model is an adequate model to reproduce the facet 
formation process of polycrystal   
FEM is better for the reproduction of facet formation

Mathematical analysis for professional baseball league

Mathematical model: original statistical model
Objective: Visualization of the status (T-score) of team

Prediction of the champion team

Theoretical analysis: Numerical analysis:
Principal component analysis 
for the online data of 
baseball teams

Developments of 
visualization method of 

the statistical 
result

Subject with Master course studentsEx.3

Direct connection



Subject with Master course studentsEx.3
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Ranking Transition of T-scores in Japanese Central League 

Our mathematical model enables the real-time monitoring 
(visualization) of team-status
More simulation data will be needed to estimate the effectivity of 
our model for the prediction of champion team 
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Number of games

T-scores of teams

Numerical analysis of the great red spot of Jupiter 

Mathematical model: 1.75-model, that is a PDE model 
based on the Shallow warter equation (fluid mechanics) 
[G.R.Flierl](2018)

Theoretical analysis: Numerical analysis:
Statistical analysis to 
evaluate the numerical 
results

Subject with Master course studentsEx.4

Direct connection

Construction of efficient 
algorithm, and numerical 

simulation



1.75-model  [G.R.Flierl, Jovian vortices and jets] (2018)Ex.4

Kinetic equation:    ( ) = , [ ] = ,
Potential vorticity:  ( ) = + ( )
Green function: ( ) ( ) = ( )
Poisson bracket:, : = ( ) ,
Jacobian : , : =

Great red spot of Jupiter
(by Cassini spacecraft)

Hamiltonian: = ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Numerical resultsEx.4

We established a numerical method to estimate confidential time-
interval of stable simulation, via time-variation of  Hamiltonian

We need to develop a new numerical method to realize the long-
time simulation of the great red spot



Summarizing comments
My activity style

In Mathematics:
theoretical analysis based on the method of science
(Mathematics is a part of science)

In Education:    
practical activity such that students can experience 
the method of science
(numerics is nice in this light)


